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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Title

National Young Reporters for the Environment (NYRE) Programme

Objective 

The NYRE programme empowers young people, specifically primary and secondary
school students, to voice out their passion and advocacy on the environmental
issues occurring in their vicinity through creative media journalism. As the national
operator of the programme, Green Growth Asia Foundation (GGAF) aims to engage
the Malaysian youth and provide them with the creative medium to support their
talents and self-expressions on climate change awareness in the form of
photography, videography and article writing. 
 

Seeking 

The NYRE programme proposal is meant to seek sponsorship to support GGAF in
conducting multiple workshops, organising state, national and international
competitions as well as preparing and providing essential materials and equipment
for the students to utilise for their creative media production. 

The series of workshops introduces over 1,190 students, over a period of six (6)
months, photography, videography and photojournalism courses in addition to
supporting courses such as media literacy and pedagogy workshops for
environmental education implementation. 

In addition, the NYRE participants will also have a chance to take part in the state,
national and international level for four (4) categories of competitions. The top
article, photos and video produced by the participants throughout the programme
will be submitted to the Youth Reporters for the Environment (YRE) International
Competition where the most inspiring and creative entries will be assessed by
international juries. This annual international competition wherefrom winning
entries receive global recognition, assuredly necessitates high-quality devices for
the students to produce their creative and influential work, especially when it
comes to climate change awareness.  
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Outcome 

The direct outcomes of the NYRE programme are the inspiring diverse collection of
creative media production (photos, videos and articles) by the participants for the
purpose of echoing awareness of climate change at the state, national and
international levels. GGAF anticipates the programme to introduce the students to
environmental education as well as a wider world of media journalism by involving
experts and professionals in the programme, in the expectation that the
participants will be further inspired to delve further into media journalism and
advocate for climate change mitigation in the present and future times. 

Impact 

The NYRE programme will emphasise high-quality media production, to the
primary and secondary school students, in the form of photos, videos and articles.
In return, their creations will carry a stronger impact and an increased creative
approach to engaging their peers and community, influencing their attitudes
towards the main drivers for climate change. Participants will be awarded
additional points once they managed to broadcast their work on state and national
media channels. Most importantly, their finished products have a chance to be
featured on the YRE Global website, potentially reaching Foundation for
Environmental Education’s (FEE) network of around 19 million students from 67
countries. 

OUTCOME

IMPACT
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INTRODUCTION 

The National Young Reporters for the Environment (NYRE) programme is an
initiative to equip young students with the knowledge, skills and resources to
venture into media journalism and use it purposefully. It is a programme based
upon climate change and creative media journalism providing opportunities
for primary and secondary students to voice out their environmental concerns
through a series of diverse content creation; photography, videography and
article writing. It is expected that youths will be able to gain creative digital
skills while making a difference in protecting, safeguarding and promoting
environmental action.

Media in the 21st century are changing when, where, what and how young
people learn. Educators, youth researchers and parents lament this reality; but
in the eyes of youth, media culture and learning nevertheless remain
entangled in a rich set of relationships today. Young people’s media
attachments have been around for decades and the fear that violence,
vulgarity and other negative influences in early popular culture affecting the
youth have always lingered in the minds of parents and teachers. To redirect
this fear towards something more positive and meaningful, Green Growth
Asia Foundation (GGAF) believes that media could be repurposed to have a
broader educational impact on the students, bringing this year's theme
'Climate Change and Creative Media Journalism for Youth'. 

Climate Change and Creative Media Journalism for Youth
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Educators and activists have also turned to media education as more direct
intervention. Media education addresses how various media operate in and
through particular institutions, technologies, texts and audiences in an effort
to affect how young people learn and engage with media culture. By the
1990s and 2000s, media production became a common feature in media
education practises because it was thought to enable young people to learn
by taking action, rather than just by analyzing or reading texts. Through this
programme, journalism, in particular, will be focused on whereby the youth
participating will be taught how to carry out effective journalism and manage
creative reporting of their findings.

The culture of journalism has fascinated the youth since the time of its
inception. This depends on niche areas of interest ranging from politics to
lifestyle. Ranging from the Arab Spring to Black Lives Matter, online
journalism today has taken the world by storm. Most of the time, the news
comes in the online platform first before the information gets published in the
print media. It was the youth that mainly thought about massive global
movements and changes and used journalism as a tool to voice their opinions.
Today the internet has democratized the process of information distribution.
The world of social media has made the process of voicing opinions for the
youth more accessible. In consideration of this phenomenon, GGAF will,
likewise, engage the students towards a significant and directed usage of
content creation together with social media for climate change awareness. 
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Asian Development Bank (ADB) and ICLEI
South Asia have played a catalytic role in the
formation of Green Growth Asia Foundation
(GGAF). ADB believes GGAF will fill the
knowledge and green growth project
implementation gap that they perceive
exists.Green Growth Asia (GGA) was
incorporated through Registrar of Society on
18 August 2015 PPM-028-10-18082015.
Green Growth Solutions Asia Sdn Bhd was
incorporated through Suruhanjaya Syarikat
Malaysia (SSM) on 18 May 2017 1231379-X
and serves as the social enterprise company
for GGAF’s work. Green Growth Asia
Foundation (GGAF) was incorporated through
Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) on 12
March 2018 1271638-X. GGAF operates as a
nonprofit foundation or yayasan with tax
exemption status for its operations

Green Growth Asia Foundation (GGAF) is a
nonprofit organisation incorporated through
Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM).
 
GGAF provides a platform for leadership,
thought and action in responding to
sustainability challenges in Asia. It is taking
a lead in promoting a new green growth
strategy that strikes a balance between
economic development, social inclusivity
and environmental sustainability. It is
achieving this through cutting edge ‘green
growth’ programmes that drive economic
prosperity within a socially inclusive
context, underpinned by a strong sense of
responsibility towards the environment and
advanced through education for sustainable
development initiatives.

OUR BACKGROUND
Green Growth Asia Foundation as YRE National Operator

Green Growth Asia
Foundation (GGAF)
has been appointed
as the National
Operator for the
YRE Programme in
Malaysia. “Our work is deeply

rooted in the United
Nation's Sustainable
Development Goals.”
Our Vision and our work is ultimately rooted in
the United Nation’s 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). GGAF also roots
itself in UNESCO’s Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD)
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Each Green Growth Pathway is comprised
of several Thematic Action Areas, which
individually represent a specific challenge
within the Pathway and provide a
recommended response. They also set out
the type of programmes and projects that
might be implemented as the response.

These Thematic Action Areas are therefore
described in terms of Pathway Challenges
and Pathway Responses. The challenges
identify key problems areas associated with
a particular thematic Pathway, which are
hindering sustainability within that
Pathway. A number of broad Responses
are provided within the Thematic Action
Area, which identifies programme and
project interventions that can be mounted
in order to establish a green growth
trajectory.

GGAF’s work is undertaken strategically
and this is guided by our Green Growth
Strategic Framework (GGSF), which sets
out our vision and goals, together with our
method of working. The key components of
our GGSF are set out in the diagram. 
 
At the heart of our GGSF are 4 Green
Growth Pathways that provide direction
towards a new green growth paradigm.
The Green Growth Pathways represent
strategic thematic entry points for
mainstreaming green growth into
development policies and measures that
will be outworked through programmes and
projects. The Pathways are stated as
Economic Growth, Inclusive Growth,
Sustainable Environment and Education for
Sustainable Development.

The Strategic Nature of Our Work
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Mr. Sri Themudu Aysha binti Zamuel

Shaheerol Izuan bin Nor Mazlan Ayu Zuraiti binti Omar Arbai

Nur Syafinaz binti Mohd Kamal Muhammad Harith Hamimi bin 
Mohd Zamhuri

The organising committee of the NYRE programme for the year 2021 manages, coordinates and
organises all of its activities for the intended duration. Equipped with enthusiastic and passionate
individuals, we are here to answer your questions and seek funding to propel this programme
comprehensively. 

Let's meet the team!

Organising Committee

Programme Director
Green Growth Asia Foundation
sri.tbb@greengrowthasia.org 

Programme Leader (Education Pathway)
Green Growth Asia Foundation

ayshazamuel@greengrowthasia.org 

Programme Coordinator
Green Growth Asia Foundation

shaheerol@greengrowthasia.org

Programme Coordinator
Green Growth Asia Foundation

zuryzuraiti@gmail.com

Programme Ambassador
YRE Malaysia Programme Ambassador

YRE Malaysia

To contact the organising committee representatives, please reach us via email or call our
programme director at 012 695 4240. We look forward to hearing from you. 
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Media representation allows us to understand
why certain environmental issues are able to
grab the public’s attention while other issues
disappear from the media and public attention.
Environmental issues representations in
newspapers depend on the choices of the
journalists and news editors through the
agenda-setting process which decides which
kinds of issues they regard as being important
to present to the public. In other words, the
belief and values of journalists can significantly
influence the types of news that are
represented in the newspaper. In Malaysia, It
was found that news value such as the
interest element, a recent matter discussed by
the public (timeliness) and proximity
(geographical location) was used as the main
criteria for news selection among Malaysian
media. However, other factors such as the
editors’ decision, journalists’ experience,
readers’ interest and the location of the
particular news outlet also accounted for news
selection in Malaysia. In contrast to the
mainstream media, different environmental
non-governmental organizations (ENGOs)
have different representations of
environmental issues in their newsletters,
depending on the mission and the goals of
each ENGO and most importantly, the
environmental concern championed by the
ENGO.

“'Malaysian media’s
'bad news is good
news' culture has
created the tendency
of Malaysian media
to pick
environmental
problems over
environmental
efforts.”

Environmental Education and Media Literacy
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“Me too. I would
love to join an
organisation and
contribute
change but I
don’t know how.”

Climate change is an abstract topic for most
people, and the personal opinions of those on
social media accounts can help to personalize
the topic or make it more concrete and
meaningful to youth. Hence, there was a need
to introduce, teach and expose youths to
combining journalism and social media.
Through this programme, youths will be able
to create their own content in regards to
environmental issues. Social media will allow
them to connect to other peers who are like-
minded, and hence information and peer-to-
peer learning can take place.

“I really want to
make a change
but I don’t know
where to start.”

Young people in Malaysia today are getting
information about climate change from several
sources. Youth are turning away from
traditional media to digital sources of
information on climate change, which also
reflects the high digital connectivity and social
media savviness of Malaysian youth. Eight out
of 10 young people (83.6%) mentioned social
media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram as their main source of climate
information, whereas one out of two young
people (52.7%) refer to websites.
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Not knowing where and how to start is the
most common answer from Malaysian youths.
A lack of knowledge about climate change and
how to live a climate-friendly lifestyle or a lack
of available information on how to get involved
in movements and activities that address
climate change is a major hindrance for 37.3%
of youth surveyed. 35.4% mentioned that their
individual actions do not make a difference.
32.8% of youth do not know where to start,
which could lead to despair and feeling of
hopelessness. Though 90% of youth say youth
can make a difference and that they are
already taking action, the responses to the
question on barriers to taking climate action
show more than a third of respondents feel
that their individual action doesn’t make a
difference and that they don’t know where to
start.

The National Young Reporters for the
Environment (NYRE) programme is a form of
action to contribute to environmental
awareness and education. The youth will be
able to convey their opinions, suggestions and
have positive discussions through traditional
and modern media. Indirectly, they can also
enhance environmental literacy among
themselves and the public. Environmental
literacy is an individual's understanding, skills
and motivation to make responsible decisions
that consider his or her relationships to natural
systems, communities and future generations.

Source: UNDP, UNICEF & EcoKnights (2020) Change for Climate: Findings from the National Youth Climate Change
Survey Malaysia. Putrajaya. November 2020
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The NYRE programme exists

as a stepping stone for the

youth to solve and raise

awareness on the local and

global climate change effects

by using creative media

journalism to advocate for the

environment. 

GLOBAL
TECHNOLOGY-
SOCIAL MEDIA

TREND

GLOBAL ISSUE -
CLIMATE CHANGE

The marriage of youth with creative media
journalism and environmental education is an
interesting move and if it is done right, it can
bring a great impact. In the 21st century, social
media is part of our lives and should be
considered as a tool to educate and empower
youths. Through this program, youths can
have an opportunity to learn how to utilise
social media to its fullest. They can then
incorporate their views and opinions on
environmental education and produce creative
contents. In the long run, the youths will not
only obtain digital skills in addition to
improving their understanding of
environmental issues and awareness but they
would have also have become a catalyst in
inspiring others to have a responsibility
towards the environment and several basic gig
economy skills. When the community’s
environmental literacy increases, we can
expect a change in behaviour positively
towards the environment.

Research done by Grizell (2007) on creative
media and education has revealed students'
enjoyment and effort in this new form of the
learning experience, which enhanced their
critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity
under teachers' well-planned guidance. The
challenge for educators is to constantly review
and design educational approaches supporting
students towards using the tools meaningfully
and within a defined learning experience,
continuing to help students become active
participants and authors of their own identity
and creativity. Educators need to find the best
usage of digital media technology, providing
students with every advantage towards
reaching an informed international perspective.
Hence, the usage of digital media technology
for youths to produce creative content of
environmental awareness would not only
allow them to have a hands-on learning
experience with the resources available to
them, at the same time educating them with
skills that have the potential to serve them well
in a gig economy.

Bridge the Gap as the Solution
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The NYRE programme provides a platform for primary and secondary school
students necessitated for creative expressions in media and environmental
challenges advocacy to spread awareness purposefully in the 21st century. 

GGAF is to deliver said platform with a series of workshops related to the four
(4) categories of competitions, single photography, series photography,
videography and article writing. The workshops will be held at the initial
stages of the programme, educating the students on improving their digital
skills and increasing their knowledge on media literacy which focuses on
critical thinking. The YRE Malaysia website acts as a channel for participating
students to showcase their creations and share them online. 

The Ministry of Education (MoE) has acknowledged and approved the position
of GGAF as the national operator of the Young Reporters for the Environment
(YRE), an award-winning programme originally coordinated by the
Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE) based in Denmark. Following
this, with MoE’s schools' network, GGAF will target primary and secondary
public institutions from all states. GGAF is prepared to engage passionate
individuals and cooperative educators in expanding the reach for the
programme through online means abiding by the recent guidelines for school
management and operation in the new norm. By agreeing to this, GGAF will
be approaching all participating schools through virtual means until the end of
the programme. 

PROJECT SCOPE
Overview of the Project Scope
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The programme schedule can be viewed in the Project Timeline chapter on
page 20. In brief, the programme begins in July 2021 with an Environmental
Article Writing workshop followed by workshops for Environmental
Photography, Environmental Videography, Media Literacy and a pedagogy
workshop on environmental education implementation. Additionally, the
competition period will commence in October 2021, all environmental
competition categories can be viewed in the Programme Activities chapter on
page 16.

As previously mentioned, the new norm guidelines sanctioned by MoE this
year prevent the programme from organising any physical activities. As a
result, all of the listed workshops and competitions will be held virtually,
making any physical activities impracticable. 

To deliver the programme smoothly and efficiently under the new norm,
GGAF seeks sponsorship amounting to RM 81,480.00 covering a
comprehensive list of expenses. The budget allocation can be viewed in the
Budget Allocation chapter on page 21. The expenses cover different levels of
constraints that need to be addressed to ensure the participating schools
receive the required and necessary assistance, including compelling and
inspiring rewards. 

After a universal review, our assumption of the NYRE programme is that it is
possible to organise the programme through virtual means available to the
schools. We are committed and positive that the programme can deliver the
results of accumulating creative and high-quality submissions by the students
in all four categories of competition. 
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1.    TO DISSEMINATE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

The role of youth in spreading the message of climate change is considered crucial in influencing
their peers and taking communal to global actions. By participating in the NYRE programme, they
are able to distribute their publications, whether in the form of writing, photography, or video
through traditional and modern media. Their audience, be it their family, peers, or community, are
able to be reached and made known of their message and possibly join the environmental causes
the participants are advocating. They have the power to influence and encourage audience/readers
by educating them about the climate change issues happening locally or globally.

2.    TO DEVELOP DIGITAL SKILLS

Having digital skills is unquestionably a vital aspect of the creative media journalism in today’s
modern era. The NYRE programme aims to provide the participants with the necessary digital skills
of the 21st century for them to manage their ideas and activities in the online community. Creative
media journalism, being communications and storytelling-heavy, will be mainly directed towards
the digital skills ranging from abilities to use digital devices (smartphone, camera, microphone) and
communication applications (software, social media) to access and manage information. These
skills will enable the participants to share the digital content that they have created. Subsequently,
they will be able to communicate their messages to the online world and possibly form
collaborations with other like-minded individuals.

3.    TO EXPAND SOLIDARITY

The NRYE programme acts as a platform for the participants to expand their worldview on
sustainable development and at the same time, spreading their environmental knowledge to the
world. With their commitment to the programme, the insights that they will be receiving will
become their milestone to eventually becoming lifelong green ambassadors. According to an article
by The Edge Markets, Malaysian Gen Z holds the most purchasing power, especially online, making
them a huge influence in the nation's economy. With such power, they are a major force to be
reckoned with and change agents that could influence the economy greatly. With that in mind, by
spreading solidarity, the youth is able to join forces with each other and relative organisations to
increase unity in combating climate change issues occurring in their communities and also on a
global scale.

The main objective of the NYRE programme is to essentially empower the
young people in voicing out and taking an educated stand about climate
change through various media publications. However, to ensure that the
participants are able to articulate such issues on the media platform, including
the World Wide Web, a few objectives have been carved for the programme.

OBJECTIVES
Result Statements of Programme
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Generation Z, or simply Gen-Z, consists of not only the largest world
demographic of almost two billion but also dubbed the ‘digital natives’ with
access to social media platforms that are integrated into their daily lives. Made
up of individuals with birth years ranging from 1997 to 2012, they are the
Post-Millennials and the youngest demographic in the workforce. As true
digital natives, they have not known a world without the internet, especially
social media, as it has become their second nature. They are an ambitious
group and presumably the most entrepreneurial-minded generation to date
besides having a strong hold on popular culture, climate change mitigation
and journalism. 

Who are Gen Z?

The main beneficiary of the NYRE programme is, naturally, the youth. To be
more precise, a group of young individuals, active and passionate, with an
academic background of primary and secondary level education with a basic
understanding of media journalism. The programme will be leveraging media
content creation as well as social media operations in promoting climate
change awareness, thus the focus of this programme would be the Malaysian
public school students, in other terms, Generation Z. 

BENEFICIARIES
Target Beneficiaries
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This programme is being directed towards primary and secondary students
from all states in Malaysia, particularly from public schools. After gaining the
status of YRE’s national operator and receiving acknowledgement from the
Ministry of Education (MOE), GGAF is confident and able to engage students
from each state for full programme participation of their choice. In regards to
several states, namely Melaka, Kedah, Perak, Kelantan and Perlis, GGAF has
engaged the state education departments for previous programmes,
rendering the NYRE programme a major facilitated step in engaging the public
school students to join. A certain level of familiarity has taken place between
the organiser and communities, allowing easier access to initial data gathering
and the reach towards the target number of participants is deemed
achievable by means of established connections. 

"...students from all states
in Malaysia, particularly

from public schools."

TARGET

GROUP

SUBMISSIONS

Primary School

Secondary
School
 

8 - 12
years old

 
 
 

13 - 17 
years old

SCREENINGLEVELAGE LIMIT

State
 

National
 
 

State 
 

National

YRE Malaysia 

Guest Juries

 

Guest Juries

Panel of

 

YRE Malaysia 
Panel of

 
56 creative pieces

1,120 creative
pieces

 
56 creative pieces

1,120 creative
pieces

 

Target Groups
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Through this programme, the main beneficiaries will also develop a new focus
on their social media presence to advocate and promote sustainable
development with media journalism, while spreading positive environmental
messages. They will learn to find creative ways to engage on traditional as
well as modern media, including social media platforms, and influence their
peers and the public about climate change. The workshops have been
designed to prompt the participants to perform research and create opinions
for more in-depth discussions on the matter of ways to mitigate climate
change, for example educating the public about how to reduce carbon
footprint. Moreover, as they are still in school, these students are generally
more open to discovering new ideas and their full view of the world has yet to
be formed, making this program to be of high influence on their future lifestyle
values and become life-long green ambassadors.

"Become life-long
green ambassadors."
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Focusing on articulating environ-mental issues through the media of photography, writing and
video, the NYRE programme urge its beneficiaries to take an educated stand on the ecological
challenges happening in their surroundings. In order to achieve this, the NYRE programme consists
of two components; a series of workshops and multi-level competitions. These components are
designed for the youth to propel climate change awareness through creative media journalism
being photography, videography and article writing. 

The workshops will introduce the participants to appropriate concepts of multifarious content
creation with the aim of exploring and directing their creative talents towards environmental
protection endorsement. In order to exercise their learnings and further ignite their passions for
raising awareness and creative media, competitions will be held to showcase their aptitude in
content creation and proficient skills in researching true subject matters relating to the
environment.

Below are the workshops planned by GGAF for the NYRE programme. 

Environmental Photography
Workshop

This environmental photography workshop
examines the portraiture of contemporary nature
and studies the work of artists. The  goal is to
provide a catalyst for creativity in the student fro
them express their advocacy through photos.
Skills acquisition such as lighting, angle, position
and more will be introduced.

PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES
Proposed Environmental Workshops & Competit ions

Environmental Videography
Workshop

Environmental storytelling through videography
has been demonstrated time and time again for
its efficacy in portraying emotional messages. In
this workshop, students will be able to learn
about ways to capture those emotional
moments with several techniques including
editing and camera settings.
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Environmental Writing
Workshop
Directed towards storytellers and 
 environmentalists, the environmental writing
workshop facilitates participants with critical
thinking skills for article writings on virtual
platforms. The importance of seizing the narratives
will be introduced to direct stories purposefully.

Pedagogy Workshop: 
Environmental Education
Implementation
Teachers will also receive a workshop for
environmental education implementation in school,
emphasising its importance for the students'
development and world view. By giving support to
the teachers in understanding the significance of
sustainable development as a way of life will make
them more willing to adapt this education into
existing school syllabus. 

Media Literacy Workshop
The media literacy workshop encompasses
multiple approaches for self-expression and self-
protection on the World Wide Web. Participants
will understand how to detect fake news, perform
responsible sharing and expression as well as
understanding online privacy among others.
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After the participants have acquired the knowledge and skills from the workshops, they will
have a chance at competing to showcase their artistry in creative media journalism, at the
same time advocating environmental protection, challenging each other in a healthy manner.
This approach will spur participants to further investigate their practices and taking their own
path towards promoting sustainable development. The competition entries will be screened
for state to national and finally international submissions. 

The table below indicates all of the competitions categorised into levels and types for primary
and secondary school students.

Type of participants

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

ARTICLE
WRITING

Competition
Category

VIDEOGRAPHY

PHOTO SERIES

SINGLE PHOTO

Level

State National International

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

University/
College students
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GGAF is looking forward to expanding YRE
Malaysia's exposure to all students in Malaysia,
which includes schools accommodating
indigenous children, vocational colleges and
more, by this time next year. With the COVID-19
pandemic currently ongoing and a significant
number of schools closed across the country,
YRE Malaysia's ambition to reach all schools
comes to a halt as unforeseen circumstances
continue to happen, particularly lack of resources
and students being confined at home. 

A Way Forward

Nevertheless, we will still continue focusing on the existing activities despite these challenges
while exclusively reaching schools that are easily accessible via digital communication platforms.
With that being said, we are hopeful that this year's programme will birth new green ambassadors
and that they will become spokespersons for YRE Malaysia and engage with the new participants
next year through mentoring programmes. This mentoring programme will gather and appoint this
year's NYRE winners and ambassadors (mentors) to guide their peers from other institutions
(mentees) in environmental education and the YRE art categories (photography, videography and
article writing) for the upcoming edition of the programme. 

We believe that this mentoring programme will not only expose more participants to
environmental education and NYRE creative workshops but also bring all students of all
background together under one roof and build solidarity on environmental advocacy. By forming
establishing a network with peers from all across the nation, the students will be able to expand
their communication, environmental and cultural horizon, in the hopes of developing a more
sustainable world for generations to come.  

"schools
accommodating

indigenous
children,

vocational
colleges and

more..."
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The NYRE programme aims to achieve significant outputs, outcomes
and impacts that serve the participants both short-term and long-term
results in increasing awareness of climate change and acquisition of
creative media journalism among youth. Primary and secondary school
students, a major portion of the Malaysian youth population, are the
primary indicators of success in this programme thus making them the
primary stakeholders. With the target number of dynamic and
passionate youths participating, the journey towards a more
sustainable nation will continue to grow and influence more individuals
to participate in the cause.

Below are the outputs of the programme with aims to better track the
achievements produced by the programme and its participants.

140
single

environmental
photos

1,190
youth

participation

140
 environmental 

photo series

140
environmental

videos

70
environmental

articles

14
media

engagements

The programme will induce the activities held with developing
interventions which may cause changes to better suit a positive
progress of the participants.

OUTPUTS
Measurable Results of Programme
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Environmental education (EE) in Malaysia is taught in schools as both formal
and non-formal education and its importance has been highlighted in the
Green Technology Master Plan Malaysia 2017-2030 on “Promotion and
Awareness”. However, issues arise such as lack of EE knowledge among
teachers apart from EE being considered as an ‘extra burden’ to teach and
implement at schools. The NYRE programme fills the gaps by serving as an
aided support for the school teachers in implementing EE with a series of
workshops and competitions for the students. 

Alongside spreading awareness on climate change, participants can also
share their opinions on the matter. As they introduce to the public
contemporary environmental issues occurring in their community or
elsewhere, they are able to make themselves actively involved in the said
cause and encourage others to also contribute their sentiments. This
sharing venture possesses the potential of far-reaching support on
environmental advocacy steered by participants through traditional and
modern media.

Through the NYRE workshops and competitions, the participants will learn
how to prompt and encourage their audience/readers to have open
discussions on climate change issues. Their imagination has always room to
grow, but when combined with extended dialogues, the scope of their
cause could receive a far greater outlook when gaining comments and
suggestions. This provides them with more ways to develop their
environmental knowledge and potentially reinforce the mitigation of climate
change causes.  

With the involvement of social media, with creative media journalism, in the
quest of advocating issues on climate change, the participants will have a
more broad accession to contemporary environmental knowledge. By
following the climate change trends and following environmental activists,
participants can dig for contemporary information and discover more
through local and international news including increasing their knowledge
with recent research by professionals in environmental related fields.

Under the NYRE programme, participants are able to generate their own
environmental contents using the right tools and sources. This will then be a
stepping stone towards finding concrete solutions for climate change issues
happening in the community or wider. Likewise, through the dissemination
of creative media journalism, participants will be more active in searching for
new ways to communicate climate change nationally or globally as well as
collective solutions for their audience/readers.

DEVELOP NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION

SPREAD
AWARENESS ABOUT
CLIMATE
CHANGE 

SHARE OPINIONS
AND RECEIVE
SUPPORT ON
ENVIRONMENTAL
ADVOCACY

CREATE OPEN
ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCUSSIONS

EXPAND
SOLIDARITY ON THE
DISSEMINATION OF
CLIMATE CHANGE
AWARENESS

OUTCOMES
Effects of Participant Acquisit ion
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ENHANCEMENT OF CREATIVE MEDIA JOURNALISM SKILLS FOR
OPTIMISTIC LONG-TERM EFFECT ON ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

The NYRE programme introduces to the youth several means for them to take independent and
educated stands in making the planet a better place to live in. By providing a supportive platform,
this programme serves as a stepping stone for the participants to start their advocacy journey in
alleviating environmental issues with a local and/or global audience. Moreover, by the end of the
programme, all of the participants will be able to witness significant amelioration in their creative
and critical thinking skills through research and diverse media practices. For long-term
communication on matters of Mother Nature and influencing others to take the needed action,
contemporary content of good quality is pivotal, especially in this ever-evolving and fast digital era.
It is crucial for the youth to understand their power in changing the world for the better and
spearheading positive messages and causes to their family, peers and community, with the end
goal of reaching a global audience.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF ACQUIRED COMPETENCIES FOR
FUTURE WORKING WORLD UTILISATION

There’s no denying that the future of the youth population is and will continue to be substantially
technology-inclined. Living and experiencing the COVID-19 pandemic since early 2020, both
students and teachers have to adapt to the new norm of conducting classes from home thereby
applying more digital education. Through this programme, participants will be able to explore a
number of ways to incorporate the skills that they have acquired into climate change advocacy with
the media of photography, videography and article writing. These skills carry the immense potential
for the students to utilise and that could possibly serve them well once they enter the labour
market.

INCREASED APPRECIATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND CREATIVE MEDIA JOURNALISM.

Packed with environmentally inclined workshops and competitions, the NYRE programme provides
the fundamentals of climate change education and mainstream media content creation. Through
the process of learning about the contemporary state of the environment and acquiring creative
skills to produce comprehensive photos, videos and articles, the participants will gain a higher
sense of appreciation for both sustainable development and creative media journalism. Alongside
focused solidarity and ardent curiosity, such appreciation can be further intensified, optimistically
reaching evident environmental changes.

IMPACT 
Long-term Influences on Self-Development 
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Mid June - Early July, 2021 

July, 2021

October, 2021

End October, 2021

Early November, 2021

End December, 2021

March, 2022

Programme
Starts

Students
register via

Google Form

Programme
Introductory

Webinar

Students enrol
in programme-

specific workshops

Preparatory
Webinar

Article
Writing

Workshop
Photography

Workshop
Videography

Workshop
Media

Literacy
Workshop

Pedagogy
Workshop

Students'
Creative

Submission

 Pre-
Submission

Reviews
Supplementary

Webinar
Meet All
Criteria

Pending
Judgement

(State Level)

Submission of the
programme report

Award Ceremony
for State and

National Winners

Programme
Ends

Winning pieces
selected to

represent their
states

Pending
judgement

(National Level)

Winning
pieces

selected to
represent
Malaysia

Advanced
Webinar

Advanced
Workshop

Submission
for YRE

International
Competition

The programme has two distinctive features, the workshops for learning and competitions for
practicum. The flowchart below illustrates the duration and flow of the programme. The NYRE
programme will run from June 2021 to December 2021 for the primary programme component
before signing it off in March 2022. All three workshops will be hosted in July 2021, with frequent
hosting of Preparatory Webinars to assist the students in producing their creative journalistic
pieces. In October, participants may begin submitting their works for pre-submission reviews. By
the end of the month, the state-level winners would be identified, and two weeks after, in early
November, the national winners. Towards the end of December, the organiser will submit the
programme report to the Ministry of Education to validate the students’ participation. The
programme will resume in March 2022 for the award ceremony, whilst the national winners will be
invited to complete their advance phases in preparation for the YRE International submission. 

PROJECT TIMELINE
Timeline of Progamme
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BUDGET ALLOCATION
Programme Budgeting and Expenses Identif ication

Program Manager (1 PTE)
Program Coordinators (1 PTE)

Total Personnel Expenses

Total Programme Expenses

TOTAL EXPENSES

Workshops
Office Supplies
Communications
Online Services Subscription
Workshop catering
Workshop materials
Jury's Honorarium
Awards Event
Travelling for Edu Tour

Final Awards Winner 

State level awards 

Final Awards
National Level Winners

Website Development 
Miscellaneous

Hourly rate for overall programme management 
Hourly rate for overall programme implementation

Non-Personnel Expenses

Online workshops arrangements
Consumables 
Publication dissemination
Zoom subscription
Meal allowance for students and teachers
Manuals 
Professional service
Award ceremony hosting expenses
Transportation for the winners to attend top-
grade ecotourism workshop in LKW
Workshop and accommodation for the winners
to attend top-grade ecotourism workshop in
LKW
Trophy and certificate printing. 24 winners for
each state (Total: 14 states). 
Trophy and certificate printing
Prize money

hour
hour

package
workshop

event
 subscription

pax
pax
pax

event package
pax

 
pax

 
 

pax
 

pax
category

 

project
lumpsum

75.00
65.70

 856.50 
 250.00 

 1,500.00 
 2,500.00 

 9.60 
 7.80 

 500.00 
 5,000.00 

550.00 
 

 2,500.00 
 
 

23.40 
 

85.90 
 1,200.00 

 

2,500.00
1,200.00 

6,000.00
5,256.00

 12,847.50 
  3,750.00 
  3,000.00 
  2,500.00 
 3,360.00 

  2,730.00 
  5,000.00 
  5,000.00 

 11,000.00 
 

30,000.00 
 
 

  7,862.40 
 

  1,030.80 
  9,600.00 

 

2,500.00
1,200.00

11,256.00

 97,680.70 

112,636.70

BUDGET ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT
(per)

COST PER
UNIT (RM)

TOTAL
BUDGET (RM)

QTY 

80
80

15
15
2
1

350
350
10
1

20
 

12
 
 

336
 

12
8

1
1

Personnel Expenses

Programme Expenses

Other Expenses

Total Programme Expenses 3,700.00

STATUS OF FUNDING
The National Young Reporters for the Environment Programme has been running for almost three years,
establishing our presence and making an impact on Malaysia’s eco-journalism landscapes. 2020 has damped
our momentum as society struggles to embrace digitalisation and the ongoing health emergencies. While
corporate sponsorships flourish on the COVID-19 relief efforts, it leaves a strain on environmental non-
governmental organisations’ ability to pursue their environmental education interventions. 

It was not all a loss; with perseverance, we managed to secure a portion of the projected budget allocation for
the 2021 NYRE Programme. Out of the total RM 112,636.70, Green Growth Asia Foundation has
successfully obtained 46% of the necessary funding, amounting up to RM 51,462.00 from donations,
strategic partnership and more. However, we do have a shortage of another RM 61,174.70 required to host
the programme effectively. We humbly request your generous patronage in fulfilling our green aspirations,
youth eco-journalism, an answer for climate change.

With a minimum sponsorship of RM 25,000, your organisation will be featured alongside one of our many
visionary partners.  However, we are accepting any small donations and will feature your organisation as
supporting partner.

TAX EXEMPTION STATUS
We appreciate your kind patronage for our educational programmes; under Subsection 44(6) of the Income
Tax Act 1967, you are eligible for tax-deductibility, a status enjoyed by Green Growth Asia Foundation since
August 2020. Rest assured, your donations will be channelled directly to support our programmes, placing us
a step closer to our long-term strategic green growth.
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activities in achieving the
programme’s objectives. Some
of the campaign metrics involve
number of participants or
groups, total production of
images or videos, hashtags
allocation and calculated
engagement rate.

On the other hand, the
qualitative metric represents the
characteristic measures of the
campaign. It is not measured by
numbers, rather by the capacity
of knowledge acquisition and
application of social media in
climate change advocacy.
Among the qualitative metrics
are the enthusiasm portrayed by
the students and their
comprehension of the workshop
among other added values.

NYRE has prepared a series of
Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
for each of the activities. This is
to ensure that all campaigns
shall operate smoothly and
produce the desired outputs,
outcomes and impacts. 

The KPI for each campaign are
divided into two categories,
namely quantitative and
qualitative indicators. 

On one hand, the quantitative
metric serves as the
straightforward and measurable
indicators of the campaign.
Measured by a number, the
assessed value demonstrates
the effectiveness of the
campaigns 

KPI
Programme Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
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M7
Workshop Number of Participants Total

280

280

140

420

70

1,190

Environmental Photography 

Media Literacy

Pedagogy Workshop

20

20

10

30

5

14

14

14

14

14

QUANTITATIVE

Environmental Videography 

Environmental Article Writing 

Number of States

Total number of participants 

1190
NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

The series of workshops available under the
NYRE programme has been tailored to furnish
the students with contemporary essentials and
knowledge on climate change and creative media
journalism. We are all aware that technology is
not alien to the participating students, however,
educating them on neoteric competencies of
various personal and digital skills will push them
a step ahead towards improved advocacy and
self-expression. 

The series of workshops has been listed below,
comprising the number of participants per
workshop and state including the overall number
of participants.

KPI of NYRE Workshops
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EXPAND ENVIRONMENTAL HORIZON

As participants will expose themselves with deeper knowledge on digital and writing skills, the
sessions will render them to also be able to foster meaningful environmental learning experience
through the NYRE workshops and expand their environmental horizon by connecting with like-
minded users. Following the objective of disseminating environmental awareness, the participants
will have a wider opportunity to expand their networking bubble in so opening new doors to new
knowlegde gathered from newly formed relationships with peers and professionals. 

M7
MASTER CREATIVE MEDIA JOURNALISM SKILLS

In line with the objective of developing digital skills, the workshops will provide curated platforms
for the participants to master multiple creative media journalism skills for quality content
production suited for today's technology era. At the same time, they will be also be able to acquire
new information and develop techniques on various types of other skills such as interpersonal
communication, critical thinking, time management, teamwork, and even gig economy. 

EMPLOY SKILLS IN CONTENT CREATION

Following the workshops and having discoverred new ways to utilise their skills in handling digital
equipments, composing creative articles, exploring contemporary environmental education and
more, the participants will have a window to put their new acquired skills and knowledge into
practice, having the support that they need before they participate in the NYRE competitions. They
will be able to employ learned skills for their respective media content creations and submissions.
The experience allows them to add value in their list of skills for their resume and ready them for
the working world. 

QUALITATIVE
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M7

490

The NYRE competition comprises four (4)
categories listed in the quantitative table below.
By reaching out to the state education
departments, it is estimated that the programme
can reach close to 500 creative submissions from
all states. 

These competitions possess various added
values for the students to continue their
education at school while gaining environmental
knowledge of the now.

The total number of creative media journalism
submissions has been indicated below
respectively. 

Competition Number of Participants Total

140

140

140

70

Environmental Photography (Single) 10

10

10

5

14

14

14

14

QUANTITATIVE

Number of States

Total number of creative submissions 

Environmental Videography 

Environmental Article Writing 

Environmental Photography (Series)

KPI of NYRE Competit ions

490
NUMBER OF 

CREATIVE
SUBMISSIONS
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M7

The competition sets a stage for experiential learnings where participants could utilise eco-
journalism theories gained during the technical workshops to champion their chosen
environmental concerns. Their journalistic pieces must be engaging, meaningful and accurate,
abiding by the international journalism conventions and Young Reporters for the Environment
learning methodologies. Towards the end of their submission, participants will have identified their
own journalistic styles and encourage the growth of their communication skills, both virtual and in-
person.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PRACTICE

The competitions require the students to reach out to traditional media at the same time utilise
modern media for the purpose of diffusing their creative submissions. In doing so, the students will
acquire basic strategic communication skills that will furnish them with the latest competencies to
practice engaging the public through both media in circulating their creations. Moreover, they will
be able to expand their network by connecting with professionals to produce higher quality media
production. 

GAIN CONFIDENCE TO BECOME TRUE GREEN AMBASSADORS

The entire competition process not only builds the participants’ confidence in producing more
creative media contents, but also propels them to become future green ambassadors. The NYRE
programme supports several key objectives which includes developing solidarity among peers and
the public to voice out about climate change issues and challenges. The participants will
understand the importance and practice their environmental philosophy in the community they
wish to serve. With such great responsibilities, becoming a green ambassador will test their skills
in many aspects for example interpersonal communication, networking, time management, project
management and more. 

QUALITATIVE
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Young Reporters for the Environment National Operators Meeting
(YRE NOM) 2019

Coral Conservation
9 July 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

A Battle against Destiny
23 July 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

Don't Trash Our Future!
6 August 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

A Path towards Food Security
20 August 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

A Future for the Hospitality Industry 
8 December 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

ACHIEVEMENTS
Previous Programmes and Activit ies of YRE Malaysia

The Young Reporters for The Environment (YRE) Malaysia Training
14 March 2019
Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM)
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Previous Programmes and Activit ies of YRE Malaysia

Young Reporters for the Environment National Competition
31 March 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

Fostering Civic Participation through Agriculture Education in Urban Schools
5 May 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook

Mobile Journalism
6 May 2020
YRE Malaysia Facebook
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The #YREstayshome Competition 2020
3rd Place

Category : Single Photo
Title : Frontliner

International YRE Competition 2020
3rd Place, Single Photo
THE #YRESTAYHOME COMPETITION 2020
3rd Place, International Collaboration

Winners of the #YREstayshome Competit ion 2020

THE #YRESTAYHOME COMPETITION 2020
3rd Place, Video

IThe #YREstayshome Competition 2020
3rd Place

Category : Video
Title : Home Waste Recycling Campaign

CLICK
HERE
TO
VIEW
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https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://bit.ly/3uBFlEN
https://bit.ly/3uBFlEN
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_woURZDPvT/?igshid=1pu73vn2wai4c


The #YREstayshome Competition 2020
Nominee

Category : Special Category
Title : Be the Changer

Winners of the #YREstayshome Competit ion 2020

The #YREstayshome Competition 2020
Special Mention

Category : Written Story 
Title : 2020: Through Eyes of Normie
Author : Shaheerol Izuan bin Nor Mazlan

CLICK
HERE
TO
VIEW

International YRE Competition 2020
1st Place (shared)
THE #YRESTAYHOME COMPETITION 2020
Special Mention, Written Story

CLICK
HERE
TO
VIEW

International YRE Competition 2020
Nominee, Special Category
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https://youtu.be/j0x6NVSepbI
https://bit.ly/3p2cOa7
https://bit.ly/3p2cOa7
https://bit.ly/3p2cOa7
https://bit.ly/2SFdx4Y
https://bit.ly/2SFdx4Y
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://youtu.be/j0x6NVSepbI
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020


International YRE Competition 2020
1st Place (shared)

Category : International Collaboration
Title: Food Waste and Climate Change (video)
Countries: Malaysia and Singapore

CLICK
HERE
TO
VIEW

International YRE Competition 2020
1st Place, International Collaboration

Winners of the International YRE Competit ion 2020

International YRE Competition 2020
Honourable Mention (as Campaign Video)

Category : Videography
Title : What if Human Extinct?

CLICK
HERE
TO
VIEW

International YRE Competition 2020
Honourable Mention (as Campaign Video)
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https://bit.ly/3c1XXY2
https://bit.ly/3c1XXY2
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://yrecompetition.exposure.co/malaysia-and-singapore?source=share-YREcompetition
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://bit.ly/3i3rzZ5
https://bit.ly/3i3rzZ5
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020
https://yrecompetition.exposure.co/malaysia?source=share-YREcompetition
https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/9/11/press-release-winners-of-the-international-yre-competition-2020


Social media has become an integral part of
our daily life. It is where the speed of
information disseminated transcend
mainstream media, where the powerless stood
a chance to be heard, where our young minds
are vulnerable to social influence. The
millennials and subsequent generations keep
on innovating exciting new technologies. A
few years back, the idea of having one smart
device capable of performing multiple essential
tasks was unheard of, but now our powerful
smart devices could accomplish almost
anything. If we decide not to intervene now
and stand by a bit more time, we might be too
late by then.

The National Young Reporters for the
Environment Programme aims to facilitate two
primary concerns of the 21st-century world,
environmental sustainability and responsible
social media usage. Both situations are
interrelated; to solve global environmental
sustainability, the participation of the young in
the process is a must, but how can we engage
them without adequate social media
association. Similar to the second problem,
irresponsible social media usage leads to the
emerging threat of misinformation and over-
sensationalization of dubious news sources
burying credible information from reaching the
public. Our planned workshops will equip
students with the skills and knowledge on how
to navigate, produce and disseminate
trustworthy pieces of information, acting as the
representative of truth and transformation.

Our successful engagement with schools in
Melaka and Kedah provide us with invaluable
insights; despite hosting international-
modelled programmes, we could not cast aside
our national uniqueness. 

Therefore, over the past few years, we
continuously innovate ways to enhance our
effectiveness in disseminating education for
sustainable development, incorporating local
twists in the programme planning and
execution. However, as a non-organisational
organisation, we often find ourselves shackled
to the harsh reality of financial restrictions.
Most of our plans have to be downscaled,
sacrificing experimental elements in favour of
proven methodology. If things were to
continue as it is, we would reach the point of
being obsolete, and the vicious cycle of
environmental exploitation continues. 

We call upon our prospective funders to band
together in our endeavours towards building
an economically, socially and environmentally
sustainable future for our next generation. 

BE PART OF THE CHANGE!

CONCLUSION
Empowering a Greener Tomorrow through Journalism
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ATTACHMENT
KPM Approval for YRE Programme



ATTACHMENT
KPM Approval for YRE Programme
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21-2, Jalan DR 1,
Taman Delima,

75150 Bukit Baru, Melaka
 
 

contactus@greengrowthasia.org
www.greengrowthasia.org

CONTACT US


